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A new axial injection beam transport line has been designed for the 88-inch cyclotron (Fig. 1 ).
. 1 A description of the line beam optics and construction 2 have been given previously. In this report we give the results of space charge calculations at higher beam intensities in this line.
I. BEAM OPTICS--NOTATIONS AND MATCHING
In treating the problem of matching external sources to the cyclotro!l acceptance, it is convenient to refer to the phase space representation. The two phase spaces (x,x') and (y;y'), are associated with the beam,travelling along the z-axis. The units used here for position (x and y) and divergence
. chosen that the motion in the x-z plane generally corresponds in a triplet to the sequence DFD (defocusing-focusing-defocusing), and FDF' for the y~z plane.
The beam is at a waist, along a drift length, when the representative ellipses in phase space are upright, i.e., their axes coincide withx,x' (y,y') axes. However, the waist positions for the two phase spaces do not necessarily coincide along the line.
In discussing the matching requirements we shall describe the beam, at a waist, through the characteristic length of the phase space ellipses , defined as x = X lx' A wide range of matching requirements to be satisfied has been chosen. This of course reflects the fact that space charges effects are less pronouncedfor a large diameter, nearly parallel, beam.
2) The increase in quadrupole strengths needed in order to correct for space charge effects and still get the desired focusing is rather sensitive to 3) The transmission efficiencies through the triplet TO are presented in ... 
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